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the family remain closely associated with the trust, and all support the trust's efforts through the
david sheldrick memorial trust, and the angela carr-hartley family trust for animal conservation (the

africa trust). the trust also thanks the john martin family trust for their support of the trust in the
past, and the mark and sylvia newitt family trust for their ongoing support of the trust. kipling was a
brit, but he was also an imperialist, living in the manichean age of the late 19th century when the
british and the germans were fighting the turks, on land, sea and (occasionally) air. at that time

imperialism, thought of as synonymous with power, was also thought of as a subtle form of heroism
and self-sacrifice. many british poets were effectively at that time, and they were kiplings

contemporaries. (ian {caistor} boot was an exception, but he had been blind since childhood.)
kipling therefore writes from within the manichean framework: the part for him is to fight for britain

against the turks, and the role of the poet is to write about the nature of heroism, which he does in a
weirdly weird way. this is the first verse of his first stanza, where kipling shows that he is placing

himself in the role of the beast, the demon, the dirty beast: kipling is now not talking about a species
of animal, but a particular type of personality: a person who says one thing but feels another, and in

saying one thing wants to indicate the contrary, which is the essence of the morality play. all the
beast in kipling is doing is taking a short cut. no human being, however vicious or rapacious, would

choose suicide as a quick way out of the world. not until the last couplet anyway: kipling is now
taking a long cut, the shortest way home.
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he loved his life, he lived his life and he will always be with us in spirit.our friendship ran across
oceans and continents. i'm not the best person to explain david sheldrick and my life with him, so i
will let his biography do it: ruth w. gladstone, ph.d., professor of political science, gender, women

and sexuality studies, is director of the center for the study of race, gender and culture at
swarthmore college. she is author of jennifer 8. lee in the city of dreams: race, rhetoric and the
emergence of a black middle class (albany: suny press, 2007) and co-editor, with magdalena

zaborowska of daughter of empire: the making of daughter, the girl at the window (cambridge, ma:
the mit press, 2009). her most recent book, the freedom-friendly african american political

imagination, 1838-2010, received the james h. k. hewett award for outstanding dissertation in the
discipline of political science, 2018. she has published dozens of articles and chapters on the history
of antiracism, on the social and intellectual history of black feminism, on feminist theories of race,
and on african american politics and social change. lillian e. bell, professor of history and africana

studies, is the editor of pass the baton: african american politics and the racial politics of
decolonization (2015) and co-author with jonathan scott of george jackson: a political biography

(oxford university press, 2001). her research focuses on issues of diaspora, race, and identity in the
post-civil rights era. she is author of the monograph, “the seminole agent and the black dress: the

civil rights war in florida,” published in ahr (2005), and numerous articles on race, gender, and
culture, including two chapters in nicole collins theorizing black feminist displacement (2010), and

the forthcoming, “purity testing and the second reconstruction” in blacks in the south: from
reconstruction to the present (harvard university press, 2020). 5ec8ef588b
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